Abstract-To improve the measuring accuracy of intrusion detection, a system design of a node for intrusion detection is proposed in this paper. First, the technology that applies the traditional intrusion detection method, such as anomaly detection and misuse detection, into P2P networks is presented. Next, to build the trust relationship among the nodes, and realize the cooperation mechanism of data detection, collection and response among the nodes of P2P networks, the corresponding solving plans, such as topological structure, trust model, information share and information fusion, are proposed in this paper. Then the concept of network telescope is presented to broaden the field of vision of malicious attacks and abnormal network packets in the propagation path. Finally, a system design of a node for intrusion detection using the honeypot technology is proposed in this paper.
INTRODUCTION
The peer-to-peer (P2P) networks have become the fastest growing and most popular internet applications during the past decade. The wide application of P2P has demonstrated the significance of distributed information share among the nodes. However, there is a main disadvantage exits in the P2P systems. The P2P system is easily attacked because of its extremely distributed working principles. So the network security for P2P systems has become the research hotspot. How to design the system of a P2P node is directly related to the security of the node and the IP network which contains the node. To ensure the P2P network against from intrusion, the capability to realize the real-time intrusion detection should be considered in the P2P node system which can inquire the resource and respond a query request.
The traditional intrusion detection techniques can be categorized into two main approaches: misuse detection and anomaly detection [1] . Misuse detection system detects the intrusion events according to the known patterns, and the advantage of misuse detection is high measuring accuracy. However, the misuse detection can not detect the unknown attacks. Anomaly detection system detects the intrusion events according to the behavior characteristics, namely comparing the network behavior with the normal behavior. The main advantage of abnormal detection is that it can detect unknown attack.
At present, O. Oriola et al. proposed a theoretical concept. In addition to this, to integrate multi-agent system and realize the distributed intrusion detection, O. Oriola et al. proposed a framework based on peer-to-peer computing, and a distributed data mining in symbiont manner, respectively [2] . Zoltá n Czirkos et al. presented a peer-to-peer network system for intrusion detection. The system constructs a distributed hash table. In a preprocessing step the keys of the distributed hash table are assigned to each piece of intrusion data [3] . J. Zhang et al. introduced a modified federated peer to peer architecture. The proposed scheme can perform better intrusion detection by sharing information between lowlevel IDS agents, because multicast reflector and modified shaker protocol are embedded inside the architecture [4] . Mirco Marchetti et al. proposed a novel distributed system. Each component of this distribution system collaborates together to implement the intrusion and malware detection and to disseminate information of the local analyses. This proposed architecture is based on a decentralized, peer-to-peer and sensor-agnostic design, which can deal with the dependability and load unbalance issues existing in the systems of centralized and hierarchical schemes [5] . J. Dí az-Verdejo et al. proposed an anomaly detection technique using Markov with the help of the P2P protocols. The anomaly detection technique using Markov detects two kinds of anomaly: one kind of anomaly appears in the structure, grammar and semantics of each of the messages in the protocol, and another appears in the sequence of messages (protocol sessions) [6] . X.S. Zhang et al. proposed an intrusion detection model using peer-to-peer (p2p) mechanism. The main contribution is that the system quantitatively analyzes the global intrusion detection system's response rate [7] . To enhance the threatawareness capability of the system for the anomaly intrusion detection, S. Neelakantan et al. presented a model and architecture. The threat-awareness means the system for anomaly intrusion detection can periodically obtain the changing threats in a network and those specific useful alarms [8] . C. Duma et al. proposed a P2P-based overlay for intrusion detection to deal with the insider threat by using a trust-aware engine to detect the correlating alerts and an adaptive scheme to manage trust [9] . D. X. Tian et al. proposed two anomaly intrusion detection methods in the peer-to-peer environment. The methods can detect intrusion in real-time without any expert knowledge and attack signatures. One method employs the hidden Markov model to detect the reflector DoS attacks, and another method can learn the normal behavior with unsupervised method using the adaptive resonance theory [10] . S. Bijani et al. presented one way to build open peer-to-peer architectures. In the open peerto-peer architectures, each peer is not pre-engineered to work together, and each peer itself determines the social norms to determine the collective behavior [11] .
The above studies show that the intrusion detection has been successfully applied into the P2P system. However a unified method to apply the traditional intrusion detection technology into the P2P networks has never been reported.
Furthermore, the key problem for the intrusion detection technology is to decrease the false alarm rate, and the key problem to decease the false alarms rate is to tolerate the false alarms provided intentionally or unintentionally by the peers, which is a basic detector in the P2P intrusion detection system. The false alarm rate is suppressed in a certain extent in a P2P system. But that is not enough. Now there are two methods to deal with the false alarms, one is to increase the punishment intensity for the sender who sends the false alarms, and another is to place a honeypot on each peer. The method using honeypot technology can improve the detection accuracy and decrease the false alarm rate. An honest peer will test the result provided by a honeypot, and generate the corresponding alarm if the peer find the evidence of attacks for the honeypot. More peers using honeypot technology participate in the detection process, stronger the tolerance of the P2P system is. However, the honeypot technology will cost large amount of network resource. It is best to use as few nodes with honeypots as possible while improving the detection accuracy and decreasing the false alarm rate. So the network telescope technology is presented to broaden the single node's field of vision in this paper when the nodes with honeypots are employed as few as possible.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the unified method to apply the traditional intrusion detection technology into the P2P networks. To realize the network telescope technology, the topological structure, trust model, information share and information fusion, cooperation mechanism of data collection, detection and response among the nodes, are presented in section 3. Next, the system design of a node for intrusion detection using the honeypot technology is presented in section 4. Conclusions are presented in section 5.
II. IMPLEMENTATION TECHNOLOGY FOR TRADITIONAL INTRUSION DETECTION IN P2P NETWORKS

A. Implementation Technology for Traditional Anomaly Detection in P2P Networks
Though the intrusion detection has been successfully applied into the P2P system, a unified method to apply the traditional intrusion detection technology into the P2P networks has never been reported. For a new added node of a P2P network, the first step is to get the intrusion behavior information, and the second step is to implement the intrusion detection.
Firstly, a seed or nucleus to depict the normal behavior profile should be produced using the supervised learning method. For a small-scale P2P network, a new added node will directly copy the normal behavior profile from one of its neighbor nodes. For a large-scale P2P network of hybrid structure, a new node should take part in a subnet belong to a super node, and directly copy the normal behavior profile from the super node. The process is shown in Fig. 1 . When a new added node obtains the normal behavior profile, it will localize the normal behavior profile according to the local configuration strategy. The new added node can obtain some unknown normal behavior profile through the publishing and subscription mechanism of P2P system in the future operation. Then, the related technology will be employed into update the normal behavior profile timely, such as the incremental updating technology, data fusion technology. The process of obtaining normal behavior
B. Implementation Technology for Traditional Misuse Detection in P2P Networks
The technology to implement the traditional misuse detection method into P2P network is similar to the implementation technology for the traditional anomaly intrusion detection.
Firstly, in order to carry out the pattern matching detection, an intrusion characteristics rule base should be built. Then, for a small-scale P2P network, a new added node will directly copy the intrusion characteristics rule base from one of its neighbor peers. For a large-scale P2P network, a new peer should take part in a subnet belong to a super node, and directly copy the intrusion characteristics rule base from the super node. When a new added node obtains the intrusion characteristics rule base, it will localize the intrusion characteristics rule base according to the local configuration strategy. The new added node can obtain some unknown intrusion characteristics rules through the publishing and subscription mechanism of P2P system in the future operation. Then, the related technology will be employed into update the intrusion characteristics rule base timely, such as the incremental updating technology, data fusion technology.
III. NETWORK TELESCOPE TECHNOLOGY
To broaden the field of vision of malicious attacks and abnormal network packets in the propagation path, the telescope technology is presented in this paper, and the corresponding solving plans for topological structure, trust model, information share and information fusion are proposed in this paper.
A. Topological Structure
The P2P network can be categorized into structured and unstructured P2P system according to the P2P overlay network [12] . Compared with the structured P2P system, the unstructured P2P system has more loose resource organization and management, and has more random topological structure. At present, a series of categories of the topology structure of P2P network have emerged in recent years, such as centralized topology, decentralized unstructured topology, decentralized structured topology, partially decentralized topology. The main advantage of the centralized topology is the easy maintenance and the high efficient resource location. The resource location depends on the centralized catalog system, and can realize the complex query. However, the main disadvantage of the centralized topology is the topology structure which can easily cause the single point of failure as well as the topology structure of traditional client-server.
The P2P system of decentralized unstructured topology is built on the overlay network using the organization of random graphs, and the node-degree follows a power law. The decentralized unstructured topology can find the destination nodes quickly, and has a good adaptability to dynamic change. However, a main disadvantage existing in the decentralized unstructured topology is that the network will produce too much messages and increase the network resource consumption. The P2P system of decentralized structured topology organizes its nodes through the distributed hash table. The total DHT is divided into many discontinuous tables, and every table is assigned to a certain node. The P2P system of decentralized structured topology has the self-adaptive mechanism to handle the dynamic join/leave requests of nodes, and has good robustness and extensibility. The P2P system of hybrid structure abstracts the advantage of decentralized unstructured topology and decentralized structured topology.
According to the above analysis, we can present a hierarchical structure in this paper, which consists of super nodes, leader nodes, and normal nodes. As shown in Fig. 2 , the relatively stable nodes with highperformance are taken as the super nodes, and the super nodes form a decentralized structured topology layer which acts as the backbone network. Each super node manages a subnet with arbitrary topology structure. In each subnet, the super node takes charge of all the leader nodes and part normal nodes, and the leader nodes take charge of part normal nodes. For a normal node, it may directly connect to the super node, or a leader node, or multiple leader nodes simultaneously. The information provided by the super nodes, leader nodes and normal nodes is shown in Table I, Table II, and Table III Hierarchical structure with super nodes, leader nodes and normal nodes Table of  neighbor  super nodes   Local resource  table   Table of  directly  connected  nodes   Forwarding  information  table   TABLE II.  THE INFORMATION PROVIDED BY THE LEADER NODE   Table of the  super node   Local  resource table   Table of  directly  connected  normal nodes   Table of  neighbor  leader nodes   Forwarding  information  table   TABLE III.  THE INFORMATION PROVIDED BY THE NORMAL NODE   Table of directly  connected upper  level nodes   Local  resource table   Table of  neighbor  normal nodes   Forwarding  information  table This hierarchical structure presented in this paper can guarantee the relative stability of the system, and quickly and accurately obtain the required information. The subnets with arbitrary topology structure can adapt to various searching strategy and application environment, and agree well with the management mechanism and the boundary of the network of the internet system. The subnets with arbitrary topology can avoid the occurrence of problems that a node doesn't want to take part in the P2P system if the original management mechanism and network boundary are completely destroyed. In addition to this, the subnets with arbitrary topology structure are beneficial to the privacy protection brought by the intrusion information sharing. Once the super node leave the subnet from the backup super nodes, a new super node will be elected through the vote.
The formation strategy of the P2P system can be described as follows:
(1) The first node is taken as the super nodes. With the more and more nodes joining the subnet managed by the super node, a leader node will be elected according to the stability or robustness when the number of the nodes directly connected to the super node is bigger than a given threshold. The new leader node will directly connected to the super node, and take over part nodes directly connected to the super node.
(2) A new added node will connect to the super node, or a leader node, or a normal node according to its physical location. If a new added node connects to a normal node, it will obtain the information of the corresponding leader nodes or super node, and connect a leader node or the super node with a random probability. When the number of normal nodes connected to a leader node or the super node is bigger than a preset threshold, a new leader node will produce, and the new leader node will take over part normal nodes with a random probability and connect directly to the super node. If the new added node directly connects to super node, a new leader node will produce when the number of normal nodes is bigger than a given threshold.
(3) When the total number of nodes in the subnet is bigger than a preset threshold, a new super node will be elected to split the subnet into two subnets, and the new super node will take over part nodes directly connected to the old super node. Now if two leader nodes belong to different super node, the connection between the two leader nodes will be cut off. The leader nodes will broadcast the messages to the rest nodes in the network. When a normal node receives messages from two leader nodes belong to different super nodes, the normal node will cut off the connection to a leader with a probability.
The maintenance strategy of the nodes can be described as follows:
(1) The election for the super node will be held periodically. If a new node is elected as the super node, the older one will be degraded to a leader node or a normal node and its work will be taken over by the new super node. If a new super node comes into being, it will notify its neighbor super nodes.
(2) When a normal node exits the subnet under normal conditions, it will notify those nodes directly connected to the exiting nodes, otherwise those nodes directly connected to the exiting node will determine whether the node is normal or not by virtue of the timeout of periodic probe message response when the node exits abnormally.
(3) When a leader node exits under normal conditions, it will notify the super node and those nodes directly connected to the exiting leader node. The super node or those nodes directly connected to the exiting node will determine whether the leader node is normal or not by virtue of the timeout of periodic probe message response when the leader node exits abnormally.
B. Trust Model
In the P2P system, whether to share the resource or not is determined by the voluntary behavior of the users. The trust relationship among the nodes is very hard to build up through the traditional trust mechanism because the users don't need to bear legal liability. The trust models can be categorized into two trust model: global trust model, local trust model.
In the global trust model, a node has a sole global trust value, which comprehensively considers the trust evaluation of the whole network. The global trust value can overcome the defect that some malicious nodes can obtain high evaluation value through the false evaluation from each other. The global trust mechanism can evaluate the node behavior accurately. In 2003, Kamvar et al presented a trust model called eigentrust, which obtains the global trust value of the object through repeated iteration [13] . The kernel idea of the global trust model is the transitivity of trust. When a node P i want to know the global trust value of the node P j , it will first obtain the recommendation credibility from a partner of the node P i , for example C k,j means the node P j 's recommendation credibility given by the node P k . Then, the global trust value of the node P j can be obtain by [13] ,,
and
where sat(i, k) and unsat(i, k) means the number of satisfactory and the number of dissatisfactory in the transaction history between the node P i and the node P k . There are many global trust models proposed after eigentrust, such as Powertrust model [14] and FCTrust model [15] . However, the main disadvantage exiting in the global trust mechanism is the high computation cost and the difficulty to ensure convergence of the iteration algorithm.
Compared with the global trust model, the local trust model has low computation cost and can ensure the convergence of the iteration algorithm. However, there is a main disadvantage exiting in the local trust that the trust degree comes from local and one-sided information. In addition to this, there are a series of trust models besides the global trust model and local trust model, such as the trust model based on PKI, and the trust model based on digital signature technology. However, for the traditional PKI trust model, the scalability will be bad because a central node exiting in the trust model. For the digital signature trust model, only the data trust degree rather than the node trust degree can be obtained.
According to the above analysis, an improved trust model can be proposed in this paper. The local trust algorithm (LTA) will be carried out to obtain the trust degree in the backbone layer, while the global trust algorithm (GTA) will be carried out to obtain the trust degree in the subnet layer. The design idea is shown in Fig. 3 .
In the backbone layer, the trust relationship model using the recommendation technology in the interpersonal network can be employed to act as the reference model for the local trust model. In the subnets, the global trust degree of a node can be obtained through the iteration of satisfaction degree among its neighbor nodes.
Now there are two cases to be considered, one is that if node P i and the node P j are in a same subnet, then the node P i can obtain the global trust degree of the node P j through Equ. 1. The other case is that if node P i and the node P j are not in a same subnet, then the node P i can obtain the local trust degree of the node P j through the super nodes. So, the design presented in this paper combines the global trust mechanism and local trust mechanism. The design idea based on the hierarchical structure
C. Coopertation Mechanism of Data Detection, Collection and Response
To improve the detection precision, the intrusion information should be shared and fused among the nodes. In the hierarchical structure of P2P presented in this paper, when a node of a subnet detects the intrusion information, it will publish the intrusion information in the subnet and the super node in the subnet will publish the intrusion information to the other super nodes in the backbone layer. In addition to this, in a subnet, each node can subscribe some information with a certain condition. If a node can't find the required information in the subnet, the super node will present the subscription to the other super nodes in the backbone.
In a subnet, the router algorithm of publication based on the hierarchical structure can be described as follows:
(1) If a normal node wants to publish some information, it will first publish the information to its upper level nodes, such as the leader nodes or super node.
(2) If a leader node wants to publish some information, it will transmit the information to the super node and those directly connected leader nodes or normal nodes.
(3) If a super node wants to publish the information, it will transmit the publication to other leader nodes or those normal nodes who directly contact with the super node.
In the backbone, a super node will transmit the publication to other super nodes through the hash table.
In a subnet, the router algorithm of subscription based on the hierarchical structure can be described as follows:
(1) If a normal node wants to obtain some information, it will first search the information in its neighbor normal nodes according to its neighbor normal table, then it will search the upper level nodes according to its upper level table.
(2) If a leader node wants to obtain some information, it will first search the information in directly connected normal nodes or its neighbor leader nodes, then the super node.
(3) If a super node wants to obtain some information, it will first search the directly connected normal nodes or the leader nodes according to the corresponding tables.
In the backbone, a super node will transmit the subscription information to the other super nodes according to its neighbor super node table.
The above publication and subscription router algorithm can realize the information share mechanism. However, with the development of network technology, more and more information has the characteristics of uncertainty, even deceptiveness. So, to deal with the uncertain information or the deceptive information, the D-S theory and its combinational rules can be applied to evaluate and combine trust [16] . The theory was first developed by Arthur P. Dempster [17] and Glenn Shafer [18] .
D-S theory is a generalization of the Bayesian theory of subjective probability [19] [20] [21] . In other word, it is a way of representing epistemic plausibility, and can yield answers that contradict those using probability theory. D-S theory is based on two ideas: obtaining degrees of belief for one question from subjective probabilities for a related question, and Dempster's rule for combining such degrees of belief when they are based on independent items of evidence. In the trust model of the P2P network presented in this paper, when a node searches the related resource in a subnet, it will obtain the global trust degree of the nodes which have the related resource. Then the D-S theory is applied to fuse the information from multiple nodes. When a node searches the related resource in a different subnet, it will obtain the local trust degree of the nodes which have the related resource through the backbone layer. Then the D-S theory is applied to fuse the information from multiple nodes. Similarly, in the backbone layer, the information from multiple subnets will be fused using the D-S theory. Now we take the early warning for example, the cooperation mechanism of early warning information detection, collection, and response can be proposed in this section based on the information share and information fusion, and the cooperation mechanism is shown in Fig. 4 .
The realization of the cooperation mechanism of early warning detection, collection and response can be described as follows:
In a subnet, when a peer detects the warning information, it will publish the warning information in the subnet. Then the early warning information will be clustered and fused. Next, the early warning information will be classified, and the super node will publish the early warning information to the backbone layer.
In the backbone layer, the early warning from different subnets will be fused, and give the corresponding response to every subnet. 
D. The Implemetation of Network Technology
In a single machine system, the detection system can only find the security events in this machine. In a P2P system based on a hierarchical network, the cooperation mechanism among the nodes can realize the function of the network telescope, namely the remote observation for the malicious attacks and abnormal network packets in the propagation path.
The field of vision of network telescope depends on the coverage of the expected observation of events. So, the network telescope can track the route and the source of network attacks, measure the area of the pervasion and infections of the worms, and find the attacks of distributed attack tree, etc, as much as possible.
The conclusion can be drawn based on the above analysis that the field of vision of network telescope will be widened when more peers join the P2P system.
IV. SYSTEM DESIGN OF A NODE FOR INTRUSION DETECTION
The method using honeypot technology can improve the detection accuracy and decrease the false alarm rate. However, the honeypot technology will cost large amount of network resource. It is best to use as few nodes with honeypots as possible while improving the detection accuracy and decreasing the false alarm rate. So the network telescope technology is presented to broaden the single node's field of vision in this paper when the nodes with honeypots are employed as few as possible.
To ensure the P2P system and nodes against the malicious attacks, the system design of a node using honeypot technology is shown as Fig. 5 .
In this system, when a node using honeypot technology detects the intrusion information, it will first publish the intrusion to the subnet. The nodes in the subnet will receive the publication through the network technology, and test the result provided by a honeypot. The nodes will generate the corresponding alarm if they find the evidence of attacks for the honeypot. In the backbone layer, the intrusion information from different subnets will be fused and published, and the nodes in other subnets will also receive the intrusion information through the network technology.
Furthermore, the nodes using honeypot technology can timely update its feature database and normal behavior database through the network technology.
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The system design of a node using honeypot technology V. CONCLUSIONS This paper presents a system design of a node for intrusion detection. The main contribution can be summarized as follows:  A unified method to apply the traditional intrusion detection technology into the P2P networks is proposed in this paper. Firstly, a seed or nucleus to depict the normal behavior profile or feature database should be produced using the supervised learning method. Then the new added nodes will localize the normal behavior profile or feature database according to the local configuration strategy. Finally, the related technology, such as the incremental updating technology and the data fusion technology, may be employed into update the normal behavior profile timely.  This paper presents a hierarchical structure, which consists of super nodes, leader nodes, and normal nodes. The relatively stable nodes with high-performance are taken as the super nodes, and the super nodes form a decentralized structured topology layer which acts as the backbone network. Each super node manages a subnet with arbitrary topology structure. The subnets with arbitrary topology can avoid the occurrence of problems that a node doesn't want to take part in the P2P system if the original management mechanism and network boundary are completely destroyed. Furthermore, the subnets with arbitrary topology structure are beneficial to the privacy protection brought by the intrusion information sharing.  An improved trust model is proposed in this paper. The local trust algorithm (LTA) will be carried out to obtain the trust degree in the backbone layer, while the global trust algorithm (GTA) will be carried out to obtain the trust degree in the subnet layer. In the backbone layer, the trust relationship model using the recommendation technology in the interpersonal network can be employed to act as the reference model for the local trust model. In the subnets, the global trust degree of a node can be obtained through the iteration of satisfaction degree among its neighbor nodes.  To improve the detection precision, the information share and fusion mechanism is proposed in this paper. In the hierarchical structure of P2P presented in this paper, the corresponding router algorithm for the publication and subscription is given. In addition to this, the D-S theory is applied to fuse the information from multiple nodes. Then the cooperation mechanism of information detection, collection, and response is proposed in this section based on the information share and information fusion. 
The concept of network telescope is proposed in this paper. In a single machine system, the detection system can only find the security events in this machine. However, in a P2P system based on a hierarchical network, the cooperation mechanism among the nodes can implement the remote observation for the malicious attacks and abnormal network packets in the propagation path. 
In the hierarchical structure presented in this paper, the network technology can be applied to realize a system design of a node using honeypot technology for intrusion detection. This system design can improve the detection accuracy and decrease the false alarm rate, while the P2P system uses as few nodes with honeypots as possible.
